RFP ‐ ADDENDUM
Ridgewater Hutchinson East Camus Roof Replacement
August 7, 2018
Overall Questions:
1. Can you clarify if plan review fee’s are to be included and what a basis of those fees
should be so that all firms are using the same number?
Yes, Based on the appropriated fee of $761,000 for this project, the full plan review
fee of $2,600 should be included as a reimbursable.
2. When can construction work begin?
After Graduation which is May 10th, 2019. The East Building is occupied in the
summer months by the Customized Training team, so there will be planning needed
to coordinate work and site access with building occupants.
Questions regarding team needed:
3. Is structural engineering needed?
Yes, per the RFP, other disciplines such as mechanical and electrical engineers as
needed to meet the project scope as outlined in the Pre‐Design.
Questions regarding roofing design:
4. Questions regarding removing obsolete mechanical and electrical equipment?
See the attached roof study from the Owner’s “Roof Pro” database showing
equipment on the roof. Highlighted equipment will be removed as part of this
project.
5. Does the interior duct work and associated mechanical/electrical equipment that
exists have to be removed to the source?
Yes. Minnesota State design standards require it be removed.
6. Pre‐Design mentions wood decking but also references metal deck?
Existing deck is metal with the exception of the previously capped openings which
are wood with insulation and wrapped in rubber. The previously capped openings
have been leaking.
7. Question was raised about roof ladder access and does it need to be replaced
completely or modified? At the time of roof replacement the roof hatch will have to
be raised due to the additional insulation height in order to meet the Minnesota
State Design Stardards of 12” base flashing height, therefore the roof hatch and
access ladder should be modified and/or replaced.
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8. Are existing roof drains asbestos‐containing? There is only (1) roof drain and it’s
enclosed in sheetrock, so some selective demolition and investigation will be
needed. Owner will contract with asbestos consultant to verify asbestos containing
material on interior of building and conduct abatement if required. Roof designers
are responsible to verify asbestos containing materials in roofing materials, and
provide specifications for asbestos removal if required.
9. Are the gas lines on the roof being removed?
Yes, back to the shut‐off value.
10. Will the existing primary scuppers remain?
Minnesota State Facility Design Standards 1‐29a (2) Primary roof drains with
overflow drains or scuppers are required. Existing primary scuppers are over existing
windows and they have leaked in the past, causing window assemblies to leak, and
should be eliminated and infilled.
11. Is the existing antennae planned to be removed?
Yes.
12. Are there existing building drawings for the building?
We were unable to thoroughly search for existing drawings before the issuing of this
Addendum. Plan for there to be existing drawings to inform your work and if
additional field verifications prove to be necessary, that will be handled as an
amendment to your contract.
Kip Oveson, Physical Plant Director
Attached:

Drawing “RWC‐H East Building Roof Plan”
Drawing “RWC‐H East Building Roof Plan with removals”
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